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Custom Designed Healing

multi-use hot or cold wraps and compresses for the
safe and effective treatment of many injuries and
conditions. They come with educational and
therapeutic guidelines on how to best use hot-cold
therapy to stimulate or decrease blood flow, speed
recovery and maximize your body’s healing potential.
o Microwave safe, flexible when frozen and

washable (see care guidelines)
o Minimal preparation required; reusable,

economical, portable
o A natural therapeutic alternative to electric
heating pads or chemical gel packs
o Unscented and scented products available
o Contoured to fit and adjust to multiple body
areas for focused application of heat or cold
Each custom design is hand-crafted using high
quality natural fibers and fill that is triple cleaned,
conditioned and sterilized within the highest foodgrade quality standards. We work with you on color
and design preferences.

Shoulder, Neck and Back

Collar/Shoulder Wrap

Our most popular and versatile wrap is
uniquely styled and contoured to cover
either shoulder, cervical, thoracic, lumbar
or abdominal
regions.
Comfortable weight
and fit covers
hot-cold therapy
in key pain
areas.

Neatly curves around the cervical collar
and shoulder area to provide soothing
comfort that is as attractive as it is
functional.
Also used by dental
surgeons to assist
with patient
relaxation.

Sinus/Migraine, Face and Neck
Hand Glove/Mitt
Elegantly styled and compact, this is a
perfect fit for hot or cold therapy relief applied
to the face, neck, shoulder or other injured
‘odd ‘ spot. Makes a thoughtful and caring
gift, that’s customized with their healing in
mind.
Comes with Misting and Castor Oil Inserts.
Rose, mint, lavender and orange blossom
(neroli) misting waters available.

(various lengths)
Perfectly contoured to fit the hand, wrist
and/or forearm region “like a glove”. This
self-care item was
designed to help
massage therapists,
musicians and dental
hygienists prevent or
treat repetitive strain
injury to their hands
from their professional
work. Sufferers of arthritis also appreciate
the penetrating warmth that is next only to
paraffin wax. Thumb extension is
optional.

Double Hand Muff
With Cuffs
Double the size, for
double the coverage.
Heavier-weight fits
both hands at once
or entire forearm.
Also can be used
as a paraffin-free
hand wrap, with sunflower or mineral oil
and plastic stretch wrap (included).

The Zen Wave
Zen Wave wrap gently ripples and flows with
soothing warmth or
calming coolness.
Braided loop handles
let you easily adjust
to cover your spine,
lower and upper back.
Works well over
knees, hips, legs and
shoulders.

Warm and Cosy Toes and Feet

Tummy Bubble

Tuck your toes in and say “good nite”.
This custom designed foot wrap heats
your feet and helps you drop off
to a relaxing sleep
without the worry of
electrical cords. Fits
foot sizes 6 – 9 as a
dual-slipper format.
Reverse and turn
over to fit larger
foot sizes.

Plump little pillows. Funky, fun colors.
Help ease and soothe tummy troubles or
injuries.
Microwaveable and freezable. Use hot or
cold. Great for “tossing around” when
you’re “feeling better.
Pick your favourite (one –sided or twosided) colors: black, green, red, navy,
burgundy, khaki, purple, brown, blue, etc.

Organic Ergonomics
for Injury Prevention
Organic elements are used to provide
ergonomic support by lightly cushioning
vulnerable hand-wrist areas against the
mechanical stresses of computer work.
Maintains neutral wrist support.

Also adds more “yin” – earth element – to
office work “yang” environments to balance
your personal work environment harmony.
Each product comes with ergonomic
guidelines.
Organic ergonomics are made in microfibre
suede and taffeta silk – cranberry, marine
blue and khaki colors.

Cranberry 10

Marine Blue 11

Khaki 12

The “Mouse Dropping”™
Provides ergonomic support for your hand
and computer mouse use. Creates a
bridge between your hand’s palm area
and the computer mouse to stabilize and
prevent horizontal and vertical deviations
of the wrist, while
gliding behind your
mouse. Ergonomically
improved over
stationary gel pads
and limiting mouse pad
attachments.
Not microwavable.

“The Worm” Palm Pillow™

Laptop Palm Pad

Provides ergonomic cushioning and thermal
support for your hands and keyboard use.
Palms lightly rest to prevent nerve
impingement in the wrist area. This organic
ergonomic support can be heated in the
microwave to warm hands or neck before
keyboarding. Great for your “tech guy or
gal”.

Fits over hard laptop surfaces to lightly
cushion vulnerable hand-wrist areas
against the mechanical stresses of
computer work. Provides a non-skid
surface under a laptop and a neutral tilt
to improve the hand to keyboard angle.

Include the Mouse Dropping support for a
matching organic-ergonomic set.

Microwaveable
for warming
hands or
neck areas.

RMT Professional and
Client Care Wraps
These wraps are constructed with technical
functionality, as well as aesthetic beauty, in
mind for the physical therapies practitioner.
Organic elements add an extra element of
caring and comfort to the healing process, in
addition to providing therapeutic moist heat
and compression benefits. They do not
require extra special equipment, electrical
cords, or maintenance. Care and cleaning is
mess-free and simple.
RMT special wraps are designed in four
blended cotton colors with a lightly embossed
rococo background in navy blue, cranberry
red, seagrass green and chocolate brown
colors.

RMT Special for Clinic Multi-Use
Large, flexible and versatile (20 X 11 inch).
Mimics the therapeutic moist heat and
compression benefits of Hydrocollator’s™ clay
based packs, at 85% less the cost, without the
extra equipment and no electrical cords.
Comes with a moist heat sprayer and hotcold therapy guidelines client-education
poster.

* The duo combination style
can be split into two lengths
to be used individually, or
together, to cover a larger
surface area.

RMT Client Care Feet Wraps

RMT Client Care Hand Muff

Clients with cold feet will appreciate having
toasty toes and feet during their session
with you. Perfect for beginning in prone
position.

Add another layer of warmth and comfort
for clients’ hands. This cuff-less hand muff
wrap rests on massage table hand-rests, to
easily allow clients to slide their hands into
a cosy sensory experience.

Removable, washable, soft cotton inserts
are included to maintain hygiene.

Removable, washable, soft cotton inserts
are included to maintain hygiene.

For Product Pricing and
Order Inquiries:
E-Mail: info@thermaheal.com
Phone: (519) 880 - 8211
• Volume Discounts
on Orders Over 10 items
• Free Shipping
on Orders Over $400.00

To Learn More
Visit Us at THERMAHEAL.com

Individual Orders Available
Through Your Clinic or
Therapist
Products available in these colours

Navy

Red

Green

Brown

Made in Waterloo, ON,
Canada

